AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 18, 2021
WORK SESSION AGENDA
WORK SESSION
The purpose of City Work Sessions is to prepare the City Council for upcoming agenda items on future
City Council Meetings. The Work Session is not an action item meeting. No one attending the meeting
should rely on any discussion or any perceived consensus as action or authorization. These come only
from the City Council Meeting.

The American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on Tuesday, May 18, 2021, in City
Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 4:00 p.m. The Planning Commission has
been invited to attend this work session and may participate in the discussion. The agenda shall
be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discussion on the CC-1 Central Commercial zone.
Discussion on a water shortage contingency plan.
Discussion on plans for metering the pressurized irrigation system.
Adjourn.
Dated this 13th day of May 2021.

Terilyn Lurker
City Recorder

•

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, American Fork City will make reasonable
accommodations to participate in the meeting. Requests for assistance can be made by contacting the City
Recorder at 801-763-3000 at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting.

•

The order of agenda items may change to accommodate the needs of the City Council, the staff, and the
public.

2.1

CITY COUNCIL STUDY ITEM
City of American Fork
COUNCIL WORK SESSION
MAY 18, 2021
Department

Recorder

STUDY ITEM

Department

Terilyn Lurker

Discussion on the CC-1 Central Commercial zone.

BACKGROUND
The City conducted a downtown economic development study through Advisors Inc. The study
was completed in 2020. As part of the study, an implementation recommendation was to open
the CC-1 zone to residential uses. Staff worked with the Planning Commission to amend the
zone to allow housing opportunities downtown.
The Planning Commission discussed the concept of higher density housing downtown; and,
after a number of meetings, the zone was amended to allow housing within certain parameters.
Below is a brief synopsis of what changed in the CC-1 zone (downtown area), including the
addition of a housing component:
-

-

As an incentive to develop residential uses, there is no maximum density. However,
each residential development must self-park. This sets a de-facto density by the number
of parking stalls provided. There is no allowance for sharing of City-owned properties for
housing opportunities.
Ground floor residential is prohibited along Main Street. Residential uses may be
located above the ground floor along Main Street.
Manufacturing and processing facilities were removed from allowable uses within the
CC-1 zone. These uses are more conducive to industrial zones; not a downtown area.
Auto sales were also removed from allowable uses, as these typically need larger areas
and are more conducive to other commercial zones.
Parking lots may not front public streets. Parking areas must be interior to blocks or
properties.
Architecture standards on all new buildings shall consist of at least 4 design
elements/materials, and must consider historic precedent and materials used on
historic structures in the downtown area. “A variety of compatible exterior materials
(minimum 4), colors and design shall be used on all buildings. Architectural style shall
consider historical precedent and material used within the downtown area and
complement that precedent”.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
2020-10-54 - CC-1 zone requirements

(PDF)
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ORDINANCE NO. 2020-10-54

WHEREAS, the City is authorized to enact ordinances as are necessary and proper to promote
the health, safety, morals, convenience, order, prosperity, and general welfare of American Fork;
and
WHEREAS, the City is authorized by law to enact ordinances establishing regulations for
development within the city; and
WHEREAS, American Fork City finds it is in the best interest of the citizens of American Fork
to make these amendments.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF AMERICAN
FORK as follows:

PART I
TEXT OF ORDINANCE
SECTION 1. Section 17.4.401 of the Municipal Code of American Fork City, relating to the CC1 Central Commercial zone is hereby amended to read as follows:
Sec 17.4.401 CC-1 Central Commercial Zone
1. Intent. The intent in establishing the CC-1 central commercial zone is to provide a place
where retail and service uses can be constructed and maintained which will serve the needs
of the citizens of American Fork City and surrounding areas. It is the further intent in
establishing this zone to maintain the central business district as the "heart of the city"
allowing residential units to be located therein while maintaining street level commercial
uses. The uses characteristic of this zone are retail stores, banks, office buildings, theaters,
hotels, a wide variety of specialty shops, restaurants, and higher density residential uses.
Conversely, uses which tend to create business dead spots, cause undue scattering of
business and generally tend to thwart the use of the land for its primary purposes shall be
excluded from the zone.
2. Permitted uses. The following buildings, structures, and uses of land shall be permitted
upon compliance with the requirements set forth in this code.
1. Multi-family residential dwellings when located above or adjacent to a permitted
commercial/non-residential establishment. There shall be no maximum density for
residential units within the zone. Ground or main level residential uses shall be
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AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 17.4.401 RELATING TO THE CC-1
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL ZONE RELATING TO THE INTENT, PERMITTED USES,
AREA WIDTH AND LOCATION REQUIREMENTS, AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS
AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE.

prohibited along Main Street. Provision of required off-street parking stalls shall
determine the number and subsequent density of residential units.
2. Hotels and motels.
3. General retail stores and shops providing goods and services for sale at retail in the
customary manner, provided that all storage and sales activity shall be contained
within a building.
4. Office buildings, medical clinics.
5. Restaurants and fast food with sit-down and/or take-out. Fast food with drive
through service shall not be permitted along Main Street, with the exception of
drive through only establishments.
6. Personal service establishments, such as barber and beauty shops, photographic
studios, shoe repair, laundries (commercial and self-service), reception centers, and
similar establishments.
7. Automotive service establishments, including gasoline stations, car washes,
parking lots, and minor automotive repair establishments.
8. Public parks and buildings.
9. Establishments of the sale of hardware, lumber, plumbing and heating equipment
and similar building products provided that there shall be no outside storage or
display.
10. Recreational enterprises including bowling alleys, recreation centers, motion
picture theaters (indoor only), athletic clubs, private clubs, and fraternal lodges.
11. Funeral homes.
12. Accessory signs in accordance with the applicable provisions of Section 17.5.128.
13. Check Cashing and similar businesses subject to the provisions of Section 17.6.114
of this code and Section 5.30 of the city code.
14. Permitted accessory uses. Accessory uses and structures shall be permitted in the
CC-1 zone provided they are incidental to, and do not substantially alter the
character of the permitted principle use or structure. such permitted accessory uses
and structures include, but are not limited to buildings such as garages, carports,
equipment storage buildings, and supply storage buildings which are customarily
used in conjunction with and incidental to a principle use or structure permitted in
the CC-1 zone.
15. Ancillary commercial structures subject to the conditions set forth under Section
17.6.105.
16. Pre-schools and day care nurseries, subject to approval of a site plan in accordance
with the provisions of Section 17.6.101.
17. Other uses similar to the foregoing which are determined by the planning
commission to be similar to and in harmony with the intent of the zone, but not
including self service storage facilities (mini-warehouse).
18. Low power radio service antenna facilities, subject to the provisions of Section
17.6.112 of this code.
19. Specialty schools, subject to the approval of a site plan in accordance with the
provisions of Section 17.6.101.
3. Area, width, and location requirements. There shall be no area, width, and location
requirements for buildings and structures constructed in accordance with the building code
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except that an area sufficient to accommodate parking, loading, unloading and vehicular
access shall be provided and maintained.
4. Special provisions.
1. All material, merchandise, and equipment (except vehicles in running order) shall
be stored within an enclosed building.
2. All display, sales and repair activities shall be conducted within a fully enclosed
building, except those activities that are customarily and appropriately conducted
in the open, including but not limited to automobile sales lots and automobile
service stations, temporary sales of Christmas trees, and nursery stock, shall be
permitted outside a building unless otherwise prohibited under the terms of this
code.
3. No dust, odor, smoke, vibration, or intermittent light, glare, or noise shall be
permitted which is discernible beyond the premises except for normal traffic
movement.
4. All off-street parking shall be hard-surfaced. Parking areas shall be located toward
the interior of properties. Parking areas shall not front public streets and must be
located in a project's interior.
5. All buildings abutting a street shall have at least one entrance facing onto said street,
with a maximum building setback range of 10'-15' from said street, with the
exception of gasoline service stations (see #7 below). At least fifty percent of any
wall area that faces a street or other public space shall contain display areas,
windows, or doorways. Windows must allow views into working areas or lobbies,
pedestrian entrances or display areas. Walls facing side streets must contain at least
twenty-five percent of the wall space in windows, display areas, or doors. Blank
walls (i.e., walls without any doors or windows) are prohibited. A variety of
compatible exterior materials (minimum 4), colors and design shall be used on all
buildings. Architectural style shall consider historical precedent and material used
within the downtown area and compliment that precedent.
6. All buildings and uses within this zone shall comply with all applicable
supplementary development standards as set forth in this code.
7. All gasoline service station pumps shall be set back at least twenty feet from all
property lines.
8. Prior to the issuance of a building permit for any development within the zone, a
site plan shall be submitted to and approved by the planning commission. Said site
plan shall be prepared and approved in accordance with the provisions of Section
17.6.101.
9. As a means of mitigating safety hazards or adverse visual impacts the city may
require, as a condition of site plan approval, the installation of landscape features.
Where landscaping is required, the site plan shall, in addition to all other plan
elements, contain a landscape plan showing the location, type and initial size of all
planting materials and other landscape features, and the location of the proposed
sprinkler system.

PART II
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PROVISIONS AND ADOPTION

SECTION 2. Amendments to be added to the City Code.
The City Council hereby directs that the provisions enacted by this ordinance shall be made and
placed in the City Code.
SECTION 3. Effective Date
This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its passage and publication as required by law.
PASSED AND ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF AMERICAN FORK, STATE OF
UTAH, ON THIS 13 DAY OF OCTOBER, 2020.

l

,,d
- ,G
• \/
Clark P. Taylor, Mayor Pro Tern
ATTEST:

/

Terilyn Lur er,, City Recorder
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SECTION 1. Severability
The sections, paragraphs, sentences, clauses and phrases of this Ordinance are severable. If any
such section, paragraph, sentence, clause, or phrase shall be declared invalid or unconstitutional
by the valid judgment or decree of a Court of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity or
unconstitutionality shall not affect the validity of constitutionality of any of the remaining
sections, paragraphs, sentences, clauses or phrases of this Ordinance.

2.2

CITY COUNCIL STUDY ITEM
City of American Fork
COUNCIL WORK SESSION
MAY 18, 2021
Department

Recorder

STUDY ITEM

Department

Terilyn Lurker

Discussion on a water shortage contingency plan.

BACKGROUND
Scott Sensanbaugher will lead the discussion on a water shortage contingency plan.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan

(PDF)
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Attachment: American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan (Water Shortage Contingency plan)

2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

WATER SHORTAGE CONTINGENCY PLAN
American Fork City
Department of Public Works
Created March 2021

Commented [SS1]: Make sure we make it clear that these
best management practices are common sense.

SECTION I: DECLARATION OF POLICY, PURPOSE, AND INTENT
In order to conserve the available irrigation water supply, protect the integrity of water supply
facilities, and to minimize the adverse impacts of water supply shortages or other water supply
emergency conditions, American Fork City (hereafter called “the City”) hereby adopts the
following Plan to address water shortages brought about by drought, service interruption, or
another emergency event in accordance with Sec 13.09.130 of American Fork City Municipal
Code. This Plan is intended as a supplement to the Water Conservation and Management Plan, as
updated and adopted by the City October 2019.

Commented [RA2]: Sec 13.09.100 Regulation Of
Water Usage
The city council may, by resolution, regulate, restrict, or
limit the use of water during water shortage periods
and shall have the power to enact any necessary
regulations as circumstances may require to protect the
city's water supply.
Also:
Sec 13.09.130 Water Conservation
As deemed necessary by the City, the City may, at
times, adopt a conservation schedule and require
conservation measures to be adhered to during times
of drought or limited supply.
(kind of a repeat here)

American Fork City has two water systems described below:


The Culinary Water System supplies drinking water to the customers and water supply to
the fire hydrants within the city. It is operational year-round. The Culinary Water System
is supplied by springs and supplemented by groundwater wells and thus it is less affected
by droughts and other weather variations. The provisions of this document do NOT apply
to the culinary water system.



The second water system is the Pressurized Irrigation (PI) system. This system supplies
untreated water that is used primarily for outdoor irrigation uses. This system is only
operational during the growing season. Water for this system comes primarily from
diversions of surface water from streams, rivers, and lakes. Thus, it is highly impacted by
droughts and other events affecting surface water supplies. This document applies only
to the PI system.

In an emergency, the city has the ability to pump water from its culinary system into its PI
system, although this is highly undesirable. Since the culinary system is supplied by an aquifer
(a finite resource), it is the established intent of the city to not use culinary water for irrigation
purposes, except in the most dire circumstances. The purpose of this document is to establish
policies that use increasing aggressive water conservation measures to make sure this goal is
followed and our culinary supply is protected for current customers and for generations to come.

Commented [SS3]: A VERY crucial point with which I
hope everyone is on board.

SECTION II: LEGAL AUTHORITY
This Plan is adopted by resolution # __________.

Page 1 of 8
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2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

SECTION III: APPLICATION
The provisions of this Plan shall apply to all persons, customers, and property utilizing water
provided by the City.
SECTION IV: DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this Plan, the following definitions shall apply:
Conservation: Those practices, techniques, and technologies that reduce the consumption of
water, reduce the loss or waste of water, improve efficiency in the use of water, or increase the
recycling and reuse of water so that a supply is conserved and made available for future or
alternative uses.
Culinary Water and System: Water treated by the City specifically to meet Safe Drinking Water
Standards as defined by the Safe Drinking Water Act.
Customer: Any person, company, corporation, partnership, association, organization, or other
legal entity using water supplied by Public Utilities through system connections, or legal or
contractual agreement.
Fugitive water: Water that has escaped from one property onto adjacent property or the public
right-of-way. This does not include storm water runoff.
Positive Pressure Nozzle: A spring-loaded nozzle attached to the end of a hose that requires
positive pressure to maintain water flow.
Pressurized Irrigation (PI) Water and System: Non-culinary water delivered through the City’s PI
infrastructure used primarily for the irrigation and maintenance of landscaped areas, whether
publicly or privately owned, including lawns, gardens, golf courses, parks, rights-of-way,
medians, and park strips.
Projected Demand: The estimated water demand at any given point in time (stated as a
percentage of the average annual demand or as total gallons per day).
Projected Supply: The anticipated supply at any given point in time (stated as a percentage of the
average annual supply or as total gallons per day).
Projected Water Shortage: When the Water Conservation Committee determines that the
Projected Demand is greater than the Projected Supply, they will advise the Municipal Council
of the findings.

Commented [SS4]: Maybe add some brief definitions of
what a shortage is and stages. Also, add in language maybe
here about garbage days. Maybe take out the even/odd thing.

Water Conservation Committee: A committee made up of the Mayor, City Administrator, Public
Works Director, City Engineer, and Water Superintendent of American Fork City; the Water
Master for American Fork Irrigation Company, and large irrigation water users within the City.
Page 2 of 8
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Attachment: American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan (Water Shortage Contingency plan)

2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

This group is responsible to monitor current water supply conditions and forecasts and to make
recommendations to the Municipal Council in the case of a water shortage.
Water Shortage: A water shortage exists when there is an actual shortfall between supply and
demand.
Water Shortage Stages and Responses: Predefined measures and enforcement utilized to provide
a framework for action during water shortages.
SECTION V: CRITERIA FOR INITIATION AND TERMINATION OF WATER
SHORTAGE STAGES
Monitoring
The Water Conservation Committee continuously monitors for indications that there may be a
Water Shortage. Four pieces of data are used to help determine if a drought is in effect:
1. Canyon flow
2. Snowpack
3. Soil moisture
4. Reservoir storage
Determination of a shortage of establishment of a Stage
This section should briefly touch on how the Committee will establish a shortage and change
what Stage we are in. This should also discuss when the Committee determines that the shortage
is over. Committee will review and make a recommendation to the city council for approval.
SECTION VI: NOTIFICATION AND EDUCATION
When any changes to a resident’s water consumption are made by way of the Plan, the city shall
notify the residents using as many as of the following methods as is determined reasonable by
the City at the time of the change:
• Publication of notices in a newspaper of general circulation
• Direct mail to each customer on the utility bill, as a bill insert, and/or as a special
mailing
• Public service announcements
• Signs posted in public places, including the senior center and library
• Take-home fliers at schools
• Public meetings/community council meetings
• Social media
• City newsletter
• City website
• Email
• City emergency notification system / opt-in alert system
Page 3 of 8
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Attachment: American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan (Water Shortage Contingency plan)

2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

Customer Agency Notification:
When any changes to a residents water consumption are made by way of the Plan, the City will
also make special effort to notify directly the following entities:
•
•
•
•

City and/or County Emergency Management Coordinator(s)
State Disaster District / Department of Public Safety
Critical water users
Large water users

SECTION VII: STAGES AND RESPONSES
This Plan provides for Water Shortage stages and responses of increasing severity, as
progressively more serious conditions warrant. The triggering criteria described are based on the
projected water available from a number of sources, including, but not limited to snowpack, soil
moisture, surface water, ground water, stored water, and spot market water. Degrees of flexibility
have been built into this Plan to allow for timely adjustments at all levels of planning and
implementation.
Key elements of a successful demand management program are that the resources and hardships
are shared as equitably as possible, and that customers are kept informed about the status of the
shortage.
The four stages are characterized as follows:


STAGE 0—ADVISORY Stage: the public is informed as early as meaningful data are
available that a possible water shortage may occur. Normal best practice and common-sense
operations continue until conditions dictate that a higher stage is warranted.



STAGE 1—MODERATE Stage: this stage is to be initiated if the normal best practice
operations are insufficient to manage the gap between demand and supply or
circumstances warrant its initiation. This stage increases the prohibition or limitation of
certain actions and relies on both voluntary and mandatory actions.



STAGE 2—SEVERE Stage: this stage is to be initiated if the Moderate Stage does not
result in the reduction needed, or circumstances warrant its initiation. The Severe Stage
has increasingly stringent prohibitions and limits on certain actions, including certain
mandatory actions for residential and commercial customers.



STAGE 3—CRITICAL Stage: this stage addresses the most critical need for demand
reduction and increases the number of restricted water uses and mandatory actions.

Commented [RA5]: Should this go up in the introduction?
It seems like a key point that may need to be made a couple
of times.

Page 4 of 8
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STAGE 0—ADVISORY
The ADVISORY STAGE is intended to increase the community’s awareness of the potential for
future water shortages. Under this stage, conservation efforts which are normally regularly in
effect will receive additional emphasis.

Commented [SS6]: MAybe this stage does not go to
council.

Commented [SS7R6]: All baseline measures here and we
reduce the number of stages.

The ADVISORY STAGE triggers an increase in public education and information to assist all
customers impacted by the shortage in order that those customers better understand the state of
the water shortage condition and the need for voluntary action. The objective of this stage is to
prepare the City and all customers for a potential water shortage thereby allowing all parties
adequate time for planning and coordination and to undertake supply management actions that
forestall or minimize the need for later, more stringent supply or demand management actions.
This stage will be initiated if water supplies are not projected to be at standard operating capacity
on or near April 1, due to exceptionally low snowpack, precipitation, streamflow, lack of
carryover storage from the previous year, or other factors.
Conservation Measures Enacted
• No new measures enacted. Conservation guidelines that are normally regularly in effect
will remain unchanged, but will receive additional emphasis. These best management,
common-sense practices are included in the Water Conservation Plan. A few key points
have been included below.

Attachment: American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan (Water Shortage Contingency plan)

2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

Commented [SS8]: Expound a little in this document what
this means. Refer again to the master conservation
document.

• Customers are encouraged to reduce irrigation uses for lawns, gardens, etc. Customers
should review their water schedules and reduce the following:
o Times per station and overall length of water times.

Commented [RA10R9]: These are now shown as the
baseline practices, and these comments have been addressed.

o Frequency of watering no more than three times a week and based on house
numbering (Even houses water on even days. Odd houses water on odd days.).

Commented [SS9]: Should be baseline practices anyway.
Not a new measure.

• Customers should deactivate the irrigation system when rainfall has occurred and
irrigation is not needed. Also, customers should deactivate the system in windy weather
when irrigation is not effective.

Commented [SS11]: Should be baseline as well.

• Customers should regularly inspect their irrigation systems to ensure that there are no
leaks, broken sprinkler heads, or similar system failures.
• Customers are reminded to adjust sprinkler heads so that irrigation water is not directed
at surfaces such as sidewalks, driveways, etc. and that no fugitive water (as defined
above) is escaping the property.

Commented [SS12]: Ditto.

• Activities such as car washing or washing surfaces such as driveways waste water and
can increase pollutants into the storm water system. If they must be done, a positive

Page 5 of 8
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pressure nozzle on the hoses is required to be used and water should be directed onto the
landscaped areas where possible.
STAGE 1—MODERATE
Demand reduction responses are a mixture of voluntary and mandatory response actions, as
listed below. Certain water uses are required to be reduced to achieve targeted consumption
reduction goals by restricting defined water uses. The objectives of this stage are to ensure that
adequate water supply will be available for the duration of the situation and to promote equity
among water customers by establishing clear conservation requirements that affect all customers.

Commented [SS13]: Ditto.

Attachment: American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan (Water Shortage Contingency plan)

2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

Commented [SS14]: Here's where it gets real. this is now
stage 2.
Commented [SS15R14]: Door hangers? Who does
enforcement?

Commented [SS16R14]: Public notification, etc. must be
a part of this. City Works? Report-a-concern?

This stage will be initiated if the situation identified has not improved through best practices and
voluntary action or the goals established have not been met and additional action is needed. The
specific restrictions imposed during this stage will be determined based on factors such as the
remaining time in the irrigation season, targeted demand levels, supply shortfall, and other
considerations.
Conservation Measures Enacted
• Customers are required to reduce irrigation uses for lawns, gardens, etc. Some of the
voluntary measures are now mandatory. This includes the requirement to adjust water
schedules to reduce the following:
o Times per station and overall length of water times.

Commented [SS17]: Shall we specify a maximum length?

o Frequency of watering to no more often than two times per week.

Commented [SS18]: Include language for exemptions to
be granted by the committee. For example, churches or large
water users. Add an exception (somewhere in this
document—maybe not here) for new lawns. School recess
too. Exceptions can be warranted under special
circumstances. Maybe a staff (or staph) decision.



Customers with odd-numbered addresses shall be allowed to irrigate on
Sunday and Wednesday.



Customers with even-numbered addresses shall be allowed to irrigate on
Monday and Thursday.

• Customers must monitor the weather and deactivate the irrigation system when rainfall
has occurred and irrigation is not needed. Also, customers must deactivate the system in
windy weather when irrigation is not effective.
• Fugitive water is now subject to increased fines.
• Activities such as car washing or washing surfaces such as driveways are prohibited
with water from the PI system.
• Others?

Commented [SS19]: The interim stage means restrictions
on watering days, maybe water length (stations?), total
volume used, etc.
Commented [SS20R19]: Next step is once a week.

Commented [RA21R19]: Do we want to leave this
prompt in for the Council to deliberate or take it out. When
we have meters, we should expand to address total volume or
other components. We can mention now that none of this is
possible without meters.

Page 6 of 8
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2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan

STAGE 2—SEVERE
Most elements of STAGE 2 will become mandatory and shall be enforced, in addition to
elements from previous stages. Such elements may include mandatory curtailments of water
for certain types of non-essential use. The objectives of this stage are to avoid a required
shutdown of the PI system, to achieve targeted consumption reduction goals by restricting
defined water uses, and to provide as much equity amongst water customers as possible by
establishing clear conservation measures.
This stage will be initiated if the situation has become significantly worse or if the goals
established in the MODERATE STAGE have not been met and additional action is needed.
Increasingly stringent water restrictions shall be established and enforced.
Conservation Measures Enacted
• Customers are required to severely reduce irrigation uses for lawns, gardens, etc. to a
minimum required to keep perennial vegetation alive. Customers should review their
water schedules and reduce the following:

•

o Times per station and overall length of water times.

Commented [SS22]: We must specify a maximum length
of time.

o Frequency of watering to no more often than once per week.

Commented [SS23]: Maybe still use the same schedule
but reduce hours?
Maybe split into regions such as on garbage day?



Customers with odd-numbered addresses shall be allowed to irrigate on
Sunday.



Customers with even-numbered addresses shall be allowed to irrigate on
Wednesday.

Fines listed in this document shall be double for violators.

• Others?
STAGE 3—CRITICAL
Elements under STAGE 3 are mandatory, unless otherwise stated. This stage has been brought
about by extreme conditions such as drought or major system failures which cause loss of
capability to provide water service. At this stage, water resources for the PI system have been
depleted and the city can no longer provide general, universal service.

Commented [SS24]: The apocalypse is here. Nuclear (or
nuke-u-ler) option is here.

The objective of this stage is to avoid significant damage to the system and to get the system in a
better situation as quickly as possible.
Conservation Measures Enacted

Page 7 of 8
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• No use of the PI system for irrigation or other purposes may occur, unless specifically
exempted by action of the Municipal Council.
• Fines listed in this document will be triple for violators.

Commented [SS25]: Make sure you agree.

• Use of the culinary water system for irrigation purposes is limited to watering trees with
the minimum volume needed to keep the tree alive. This watering shall be limited to
only hand watering with garden hoses.

Commented [SS26]: Really need to talk about who is
enforcing this.

• Other things we need to mention about what we’re doing when we reach this level of
catastrophe?

Commented [SS27R26]: Jay to call PG to find out what
they do.
Commented [SS28]: Discuss theft of water.
Commented [SS29R28]: Update the penalties.

SECTION VIII: ENFORCEMENT
Provisions of the Plan shall be enforced as indicated. Penalties for violation of any portion of the
Plan are defined below and the American Fork Municipal Code will be updated to match the
penalties herein. Any civil fine based on a violation susceptible to corrective action shall be
imposed only after failure by the customer to take such corrective action within a reasonable
period of time, taking into account the nature of the action needed and the anticipated cost. The
time allowed will vary with the nature of the violation.
Customers violating any portion of the Plan shall be assessed a fine according to the following
schedule. The violation level shall be based upon violation history for the preceding twelve (12)
months.
The fines for a violation and each subsequent violation are as follows:
1st Violation:
2nd Violation:
3th Violation:
4th Violation:

Warning
$100
$500
Flow restrictor or interruption of service until corrective action is taken and
previous fines paid in full.

If a service is disconnected, the City may assess and collect a fee before service is restored. That
fee is in addition to other fines or charges imposed under a particular water shortage response
measure.
More should be added to this section on enforcement. For example, who is enforcing this?
Should we have a water waste hotline? Is there an appeal process? Other legal things that need to
be added for enforcement?

Attachment: American Fork Water Shortage Contingency Plan (Water Shortage Contingency plan)
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Commented [SS30]: David, these are the numbers you
mentioned. They are less than Salt Lake, but I’m sure the
council will want to discuss them.
Commented [SS31R30]: Will need to reference some
place in code.

Commented [RA32R30]: Sec 13.09.150 Penalties
Any party who fails to pay for services may be subject
to the immediate disconnection of water services. Any
party who damages or misuses the pressurized
irrigation system, or otherwise fails to comply with this
chapter may be subject to the following penalties:
1.Immediate termination or disconnection of
services; and/or
2.If water-user is over-using the pressurized irrigation
water, the city reserves the right to place a meter on
the water-user's property whereby the water-user
shall pay for actual pressurized irrigation water
usage; and/or
3.In the event a person's actions impede the function
of the pressurized irrigation water system, that
person shall be guilty of a Class C misdemeanor,
and upon final conviction thereof, shall be fined a
sum not to exceed five hundred dollars, in addition to
any other applicable criminal penalties.
Commented [RA33]: We should keep this simple for now
and discuss the real enforcement issues. Some of this could
be in outreach and communication while much of this is in
the code. Is there an appeal process for other civil penalties
in the code? How do we address other fines? Do we have
water cops and watchers? What did Jay find out from
Pleasant Grove.
Commented [SS34]: Look at the model landscaping
ordinances. Maybe reference them here too.

Commented [SS35]: Rebates for conservation,
xeriscaping. Fugitive water, non-functional turf, and other
terms.

Commented [SS36]: Council in mid-June. Work session.
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CITY COUNCIL STUDY ITEM
City of American Fork
COUNCIL WORK SESSION
MAY 18, 2021
Department

Recorder

STUDY ITEM

Department

Terilyn Lurker

Discussion on plans for metering the pressurized irrigation system.

BACKGROUND
Scott Sensanbaugher will lead this discussion.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
PI and AMI plan

(PDF)
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2021 American Fork City
Plan for PI Metering and
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
Implementation
May 18, 2021
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Executive Summary
American Fork City and its residents are overing the pressurized irrigation (PI) system by large
amounts. During times of drought, this puts a severe strain on the system. Even in times of
plenty, the piping system is being used far more intensely than it was designed to carry. Thus,
there is an urgent need to conserve water.

The costs of metering the system depend greatly on what parts of the existing system are able to
be salvaged. Staff is becoming confident that most of the system will be able to be reused and
are working to confirm this. If our evaluation is successful, this project is estimated to cost about
$8.9 million. The city has a grant/match funding combination totaling $3 million.
Another significant benefit to the city that would also save water is to convert to an Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) system. The costs for this system are dependent on what option is
selected. The AMI conversion does not have to be tied to the metering project, although there
are some cost savings by doing so.
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The most effective way to get residents to conserve water is to make it financially advantageous
to do so. Metering the currently unmetered PI system is the key, along with changing the rate
structure to a tiered, volume-based system. Metering the system is also now as state mandate.

2.3.a

Introduction and Background
The purpose of this document is to establish a plan for metering the culinary water and
pressurized irrigation systems of the city. This plan discusses the configuration and design of the
system upgrades including financial impacts, potential schedule, and other related issues.
This plan is an integral part of the overall water strategy of the city. Other related and relevant
documents include the Water Conservation Plan, the 2021 Water Shortage Contingency Plan, the
Water Recycling Feasibility Study, PI Master Plan, and others. These documents are on file with
the Engineering Division in the Public Works Department, although some are currently in draft
form.

There are several terms associated with water metering systems for which an understanding of
definitions is important when formulating this plan. Among these are:
•
•
•
•

AMR: Automated Meter Reading—This is a system in which the City crew member
drives by, and the meter sends a signal which is collected and downloaded at the office.
AMI: Advanced Metering Infrastructure—This is a system in which the meter sends a
signal via either a cell network or a radio tower network owned and maintained by the
city, and the data is automatically entered into the system.
Smart meter: A meter, including an endpoint, that can measure water flow 24/7 and
transmit the data. “As part of an AMR or AMI system, a city can monitor the network to
identify leaks, address issues, and bill customers more accurately.”
End point: the part of the smart meter infrastructure that “talks to” either the cell system
or the radio tower network

Existing metering system and practices
American Fork currently has an AMR system for the culinary water
system, which is read by the city staff on a quarterly basis. The
readings are performed by water division personnel, and the billing
is done by finance department staff. Due to the infrequency of
these readings, issues like water leaks can go unnoticed for a long
time at a significant cost. Also, this occasionally will create uneven
bills for customers over the three-month period.
In contrast to the culinary system, the PI system is largely
unmetered. The pressurized irrigation system has meters only on
installations after April 30, 2019, which means that the majority of
the system is not metered. (In 2019, the City Council enacted an
ordinance that required all new PI connections after April 30, 2019
to have a meter installed.) Because the metering is limited, these
meters are not currently being read, and all billing is based on the
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Definitions

2.3.a

Figure 2: Components of
an existing unmetered PI connection

Figure 3: Existing box for unmetered PI connections

The infrastructure being installed on both the culinary and PI systems are smart meters capable
of capturing instantaneous data. They are manufactured by Badger, and the endpoints are
manufactured by Badger’s sister company, Orion. These are read remotely (from the street) via
a radio signal sent from the endpoint. The meter can also be read manually if the signal fails or a
customer requests a manual read as part of dispute on their bill. The components of the new
metered PI connections as well as the can and lid used are shown in the following figures.

Figure 4: Components for new metered
PI connections

Figure 5: Meter can, ring, and lid used for
new metered PI connections
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size of the irrigated area. A photo of the box and components of an existing unmetered PI
connection are shown the following figures.

2.3.a

Reasons for upgrading the existing metering system
State mandate

To assist with the financial cost of compliance with the 2019 state law revisions, the city applied
for (and received) a grant through the US Bureau of Reclamation. This grant was for $1.5
million and had a 50% match requirement, resulting in funding for a $3 million project.
According to grant requirements, the work must be started by September 2021 and the money
must all be spent by September 2022.
Water conservation
Although the city is not required to have the PI system fully metered until December 31, 2040,
there are many reasons why it is in our best interest to push to meter the whole city as soon as
possible. These reasons stem mostly from the fact that the PI system is overused and there exists
an urgent need for water conservation.
The city’s 2020 Pressurized Irrigation System Master Plan
contains a wealth of information on water usage data and
projections for the future. Also, the state of Utah provides many
guidelines and goals for water usage and conservation. Many of
these are contained on their website at
https://conservewater.utah.gov/.
The state guideline for irrigation usage in our area advises that
the annual water usage for irrigation should be limited to about
2.7 acre-feet per irrigated acre of land. Using this number and
the area of irrigated acreage in the city, we should be using
roughly 6,500 acre-feet per year. This is an excellent goal for
the city and its residents to work towards achieving. We are
currently exceeding this number—in some years, by a considerable volume.
Over many years now, the city has consistently and accurately measured the water used for
irrigation. We wish to acknowledge the good work of the water division employees as well as
the invaluable efforts of Mr. John Schiess of Horrocks Engineers for tracking and analyzing this
data. The following figure shows the PI water usage since 2012.
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There are several reasons for upgrading the existing metering infrastructure at this time. First,
metering of the PI system is now a state requirement. Utah State Code 73-10-34 amended in
2019 and updated again by a recently passed state law (S.B. 199) requires that all PI systems be
fully metered by December 31, 2040. The goal of the state in enacting these changes is to
encourage water conservation by having all systems metered and regulated, rather than
continuing the norm of having unmetered systems. Most cities in the state do not meter the PI,
which can lead to the unintentional message to customers that they can use all the water they
want to for one, flat monthly fee.

2.3.a
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State guideline for the # of irrigated acres in city

Figure 6: PI water usage data since 2012

The data shows that, over the last several years, the city has averaged about 8,400 acre-feet
throughout the course of the annual irrigation season. This has ranged from a low in 2019 of
5,101 acre-feet to a high in 2020 of 11,491 acre-feet. This large variation is mostly explained by
the differences in weather. 2019 was a wet year, with an especially wet spring that extended into
early summer. By contrast, 2020 was a very hot, dry summer. So far, 2021 is showing to be
much more like 2020. The following figure shows the current drought conditions in the state.

Figure 7: Drought monitor conditions as of May 14, 2021 https://www.drought.gov/states/utah
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2012

2.3.a

Regardless of the current drought, the data shows that we are usually greatly exceeding the state
guidelines, even in normal weather years. In 2020, water users in the city used about 4.7 acrefeet per irrigated acre—slightly less than double the state guideline.

This overuse causes several problems. One major concern is that it causes the City to utilize
water from the culinary aquifer for irrigation, when surface sources are exhausted or cannot keep
up with demand. This happened in 2020 more than ever before, and is already happening again
in 2021, only earlier and more extensive. With projected surface water shortages in 2021, we
will need to augment the PI system with large volumes of groundwater pumped from our wells.
The increased electric costs, wear and tear on equipment, and other expenses such as manpower
cannot be quantified at the moment, but we expect them to be significant.
(Note to council: We will be working on the next few weeks to quantify these costs, but they are
not available at the time I am submitting this to you. We will also be analyzing and quantifying
the additional financial benefits of water conservation. They are significant and include such
things as labor costs, wear and tear on the system, and the value of the actual surface water saved
that can be used elsewhere.)
Also, the continued pumping of the groundwater in the region is causing aquifer levels to drop.
This too, is not sustainable, and it seems very shortsighted to deplete and damage the drinking
water resource of future generations, just so we can continue to overwater today’s lawns.
Reducing PI usage will also help the infrastructure of the PI system itself. Presently, PI usage is
so far in excess of the system design parameters that if all customers watered at night (when
watering is far more effective), the system could not support this practice and would crash. So
instead, our water conservation plan calls for some users to water during the day, when
temperatures and wind speeds are higher, thus requiring significantly more water to be applied to
achieve the same watering depth than if all watering took place at night.
This practice is contrary to the principles of a recent executive order issued by Gov. Cox for the
irrigation of state facilities. It also goes against nationally-recognized best practices used in most
locations where water conservation is crucial. In other words, this component of our water
conservation policies, as written, actually cause us to consume more water, rather than less! But,
because the system is so overused, this policy is necessary to keep the system functional.
This narrative demonstrates the need for reducing the amount of water used in the PI system.
But, actual conservation of water is unlikely to happen until the rate structure of the PI system is
changed from a flat fee with no limits on watering, to a volume-based structure where residents
save money for following conservation practices. But, the city cannot realistically change the
rate structure to a volume-based structure until all the PI connections are metered.
Metering the system will incentivize water-wise residents to enact best practices in water use.
They will benefit financially from using less water, whereas now there is no benefit to them by
doing so. Residents might even choose to use xeriscaping and lower water use grasses in
Plan for PI Metering and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Implementation
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System costs and degradation

2.3.a

targeted areas, thereby saving even more. This will lead to the system being used more as it was
designed, thereby allowing the city to modify the daytime water policy and become even more
water wise. The end goal is to reduce and eventually eliminate the need to deplete the drinking
water aquifer for irrigation purposes.
The case for AMI

The switch to AMI also allows residents to monitor their water usage better. Saratoga Springs
recently switched to an AMI system and issued a press release touting the benefits. Some of the
highlights of the article include giving residents the use of a tool called the “My Water Use
Customer Portal.” This tool allows their citizens to see their water usage in real time and
compare current use and past historical water usage. They can also set up alerts, such as leak
alerts and usage alerts, to quickly see if their system has an issue with continuously flowing
water. These all contribute to changes in practice and reduced water use.
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In addition to metering the entire PI system, there is a strong argument for upgrading to an AMI
system. One motivation is the desire to read all meters (culinary, as well as PI) monthly, instead
of quarterly, as is current practice. To do this with the existing AMR system, would require a
significant increase in manpower dedicated to this activity. This would only increase as the city
continues to grow. Rather than continually increasing manpower to perform monthly meter
reading, switching to an AMI system will significantly decrease manhours used. And, as the city
grows, the manpower needed for meter reading will stay mostly flat.

2.3.a

The plan and its costs
Throughout this document, we have discussed two separate projects: metering the PI system,
and the conversation to an AMI system. While both projects would benefit the city, they do not
have to be implemented together. The PI system can be metered without converting to an AMI
system. For purposing of this document, we will discuss the two separate projects as Phase 1 (PI
metering) and Phase 2 (AMI conversion). Please keep in mind that there is a savings in doing
them at the same time, but it is not absolutely necessary to do so.

At present, there are about 7,300 unmetered PI connections in the city that have a green box
(shown in one of the figures earlier) and a straight pipe, sometimes called a “cheater.” There is
also a hose bib in most connections. The plan will be to meter every connection by replacing the
cheater with a meter.
The cost of this phase depends greatly on how much of the exiting system infrastructure will be
able to used. Specifically, if we are able to use the existing green box and most of the existing
piping, this project will cost substantially less than if we have to replace the entire system and
make these retrofit meter configurations match the new configurations currently being installed.
The question will be if the meters can physically fit into the new configuration. Public Works
staff have been evaluating this question closely and are almost certain that the new configuration
will work, especially if the hose bib is removed. (We prefer to remove the hose bib anyway.)
We are concluding our evaluation in the next few days and should be able to definitely say that
this will work. If our evaluation is successful, the costs of this project will about $8.9 million.
This broken down as follows:
Item
Meter and endpoint
Setter
Stop and waste valve
Box
Ring
Miscellaneous parts
Estimate for contractor labor
Subtotal
Soft costs (eng., PM, CM, etc.) 15%
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1"
372.30
50.00
400.00
822.30
123.35
945.65

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.5"
722.10
2,000.00
100.00
500.00
3,322.10
498.32
3,820.42

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2"
928.02
2,000.00
200.00
500.00
3,628.02
544.20
4,172.22
Totals

Meter count estimate
Cost per size category

6650
350
300
7300
$ 6,288,539 $ 1,337,145 $ 1,251,667 $ 8,877,351
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Phase 1: Install PI meters on currently unmetered connections

2.3.a

Item
Meter and endpoint
Setter
Stop and waste valve
Box
Ring
Miscellaneous parts
Estimate for contractor labor
Subtotal
Soft costs (eng., PM, CM, etc.) 15%
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1"
372.30
350.00
122.89
89.44
40.00
44.93
450.00
1,469.56
220.43
1,689.99

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1.5"
722.10
667.12
268.57
2,000.00
199.76
500.00
4,357.55
653.63
5,011.18

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2"
928.02
821.57
368.47
2,000.00
288.60
500.00
4,906.66
736.00
5,642.66
Totals

Meter count estimate
Cost per size category

6650
350
300
$ 11,238,460 $ 1,753,914 $ 1,692,798 $

7300
14,685,172

Needless to say, we are working hard to make sure we can make things fit in the existing boxes.
We will have a definitive answer soon. My disclaimer on all these estimates is that the labor
costs are a very rough estimate. I feel very confident in the costs of the part, since they are based
on actual quotes. I feel less confident in my estimate of the contractor labor.

Phase 2: Convert to AMI system
Several options come into play when discussion the conversion to AMI. I have looked at the
costs of four options, with one essentially being the “do nothing different” option. The options
are:
1. Continue current practice of reading quarterly with AMR. This is the “do nothing
different option.
2. Read meters monthly, but still use AMR. This is close to the “do nothing different”
option. We don’t convert to an AMI system, and just start reading all the meters
monthly.
3. Convert to an AMI system with a “point-to-point” tower network.
4. Convert to an AMI system using existing cell networks.
Select a communication system (Cell-based package or tower network)
The first two options are self-explanatory but the last two warrant an explanation. AMI systems
can work either using existing cell phone networks or by installing a new radio tower system.
The tower network is also sometimes called a point-to-point system. The cell option operates by
having the meters send a cell signal to existing networks used by cell phones. There is no other
infrastructure involved. The point-to-point net work consists of us doing a radio study and
Plan for PI Metering and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Implementation
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If the parts are not able to be reused and we have to build new connections like the other new
connections being installed, we estimate that the project will be about $14.7 million. This is
broken down as follows:

2.3.a

installing our own network. The meters then communicate with this network. Some
comparisons between the two are summarized as follows:

Pros
 The existing endpoints will work and
will not need to be changed out.
 The monthly fee per meter for the
data collecting and storing software
(Beacon) is about 35¢ per meter per
month, rather than about 75¢.
 Preliminary estimates show this to be
the less expensive option.

Cons
 Very large initial capital cost for
installing the network. This will also
take a significant amount of time to
install.
 Significant annual maintenance costs
for the tower network, instead of
relying on cell companies to
maintain their own network.
 Most meters cannot be read until the
entire network is in place and
functional.

Use cell tower network (Option 4 from above)
Pros
 No additional infrastructure,
software, or hardware will need to be
installed. The Beacon software is a
web-based software we own now.
 The monthly fee covers all future
software upgrades and all
maintenance costs.
 The system can be activated
immediately and used during the
transition period while the remaining
meters are being replaced.

Cons
 All existing endpoints will need to be
replaced with cell-capable endpoints.
 The monthly fee per meter for the
data collecting and storing software
(Beacon) will be significantly higher
(about 75¢ instead of about 35¢ per
meter per month.
 Preliminary estimates show this to be
more expensive due to the per meter
cost for the cell network connection.

Every city who is implementing an AMI system is unique and has different circumstances
influencing the decision to use cell or tower network. For a few reference points, Saratoga
Springs’s new system is a tower network. Alpine and Heber City chose to use cell networks.
Regardless of what communication system is chosen, an AMI system will reduce the manpower
needed to read meters using the existing AMR method, especially if we begin to read meters
monthly. This will become even more pronounced as the city grows.
Cost analysis
Costs are estimated as follows:
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Install a point-to-point tower network (Option 3 from above)

2.3.a

Assumptions (rounded numbers):
1. Number of culinary connections
2. Number of unmetered PI connections
3. Number of metered PI connections
4. Total number of PI connections

Recurring annual expense description
Beacon software that processes and stores the meter data
Software that is necessary for gathering data when driving and using
AMR
Maintenance of tower network including land leases
Labor costs for reading
Total annual maintenance expenses

1. Continue current
practice of reading
quarterly with AMR

Options
2. Read meters
monthly, but still use 3. AMI system with
AMR
tower network

Not needed
Not needed

Not needed
Not needed

Not needed
$

-

Not needed
$

1

4. AMI system with
cell network

Not needed
$
$
300,000 $

-

$
$

2

1,512,000
300,000

560,000 Not needed
860,000 $
1,812,000

3

4

$

15,204 $

15,204 $

76,020 $

162,900

$
Not needed
$
$

1,500 $
Not needed
18,000 $
34,704 $

1,500 Not needed
Not needed
$
500,000 Not needed
54,000 Minimal
Negligible
70,704 $
576,020 $
162,900

Replace endpoints on all existing culinary meters and all existing PI meters
This item warrants additional explanation since it is a large one and makes a substantial
difference between Options 3 and 4. The endpoints are the part of the meter that actually
communicates with the network. They are not interchangeable. Thus, this step is necessary only
if the city decides to go to an AMI system that uses the cell network. If the city goes to an AMI
that uses its own tower network, this step is not necessary. Cell-capable endpoints have not been
installed currently because they would not work on AMR system we have now. The following
are pictures of the existing endpoint and two options for the new endpoints:

Figure 8: Currently-used AMR endpoint

Figure 9: AMI cellular endpoints

The decision to go to AMI is an important one that must be made as part of this planning effort.
New meters are being installed each day in our rapidly-growing city and a timely decision will
be reduce the number of endpoints that must be changed, if we use the cell option. This is a
major reason why this is a crucial decision—one that should not be reversed after it is made.
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Capital expense description
Replace endpoint on all existing meters (culinary and PI) ($140 per
meter)
Replace lids on all existing meters (culinary) ($30 per lid)
Install tower network including radio study and land
purchases/leases
Total capital expenses

10,000
7,300
800
8,100

2.3.a

If the city choses the cell option, the engineering division will prepare the change of detail
specification that will apply to all future installations. The work of changing the endpoints
would be done by in-house crews in the water division.
More discussion on the point-to-point network

By contrast, we are very certain of the numbers in the cell network option. They are based on
actual quotes received.
The decision to go to AMI is an important one that must be made as part of this planning effort.
New meters are being installed each day in our rapidly-growing city and a timely decision will
be reduce the number of endpoints that must be changed. This is a major reason why this is a
crucial decision—one that should not be reversed after it is made.
If the city goes this direction, the engineering division will prepare the change of detail
specification that will apply to all future installations. The work of changing the endpoints on
the existing meters would be done by in-house crews in the water division.
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Another item that warrants additional discussion is the cost of installing and maintaining a pointto-point tower network. These numbers are very preliminary and are based on a discussion I had
with the vendor who provides our meters and endpoints. There are a massive number of
variables that can influence this cost, including the number of towers to be installed, land that
must be leased or purchased, and maintenance costs. These costs cannot be known accurately
without doing the required radio study to determine the network configuration.

2.3.a

Funding

Attachment: PI and AMI plan (Metering the PI system)

Council: This section is a big part of the discussion we need to have. Once we have a plan, we
can complete it. As mentioned earlier, the city already has $3 million in a grant/match
combination.
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Next steps and action items
The following are the next steps and decisions to be made:

Attachment: PI and AMI plan (Metering the PI system)

1. Decide on the timing for metering every PI connection and establish a plan for funding.
2. Commission a rate study that will be finished at least three months before we want it to
be effective. We assume that we will want this to be effective the moment all PI
connections are metered.
3. Decide on if we want to go to an AMI system and which communication network to use
if we do go to AMI.
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Schedule
The schedule for these projects depends a lot on the decisions made as summarized in the
previous section. As discussed above, the grant project work must be started by September 2021
and the money must all be spent by September 2022. We recommend that the bulk of the
metering work be done in the off season. We are confident that this can be done for the grant
project. The remaining PI meters can installed in the next off season or two, depending on
funding and the number of contractors used.
The AMI portion of the project can begin immediately if the cell network option is selected and
can proceed as fast as funding is available. The meters and program features become fully
functional immediately. There no limits to how many phases can be used. In other words, it can
be converted as quickly or slowly as needed.
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If the point-to-point tower network is selected, a radio study must be done first. this will
determine needs and refine the costs better.
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